
SELECTION MATRIX 

 

MAIN 
CATEGORY 

PRODUCTS SERIES WHAT IS THIS? PRIMARY PRODUCT SELECTION 
NEED FURTHER 

SELECTION 

WHOLE 
PREMISE / 

HOUSE 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC IW 
Standard filter casing with replaceable filter inside. Choose I = 1 

casing/set; II = 2 casing/set; III = 3 casing per set. W = Wall mounting OR 
F = Floor standing. Finally choose the filter inside according to the 

contaminants you are targeting to remove.  

Types of filter cartridge 
inside the filter casing 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC IIW 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC IIIW 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC IIF 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC IIIF 

ATLANTIS GOLD 
This is an ultrafiltration unit and available in 3 sizes to cater for different 

premise size. 
SIZE 1K, 2K & 5K 

ARIEL CLASSIC Water softener split unit with 2 size selections for different premise size SIZE 2K, 4K 

ARIEL GOLD 
Compact all-in-1 water softener with 2 size selections for different 

premise size 
SIZE1 1.5K, 2.5K 

KITCHEN 

NEPTUNE CLASSIC I 
Standard filter casing with replaceable filter inside. Choose I = 1 

casing/set; II = 2 casing/set; IIC = 2 casing/set + additional filter capsule. 
Finally choose the filter according to targeted contaminants. 

Types of filter cartridge 
inside the filter casing 

NEPTUNE CLASSIC II 

NEPTUNE CLASSIC IIC 

NEPTUNE PLUS II Easy no spill twist lock filter with pre-selected functions. II = Sediment + 
Carbon; III = Sediment + Carbon + Ultrafilter; IV = Sediment + Carbon + 

ultrafilter + Taste enhancer 

  

NEPTUNE PLUS III   

NEPTUNE PLUS IV   

NEPTUNE GOLD 
Compact pre-selected 4-in-1 water treatment functions built into 1 easy 

no spill twist lock filter 
  

TRIDENT PLUS II Table top easy no spill twist lock filter with pre-selected functions. II = 
Sediment + Carbon; III = Sediment + Carbon + Ultrafilter 

  

TRIDENT PLUS III   

TRIDENT GOLD 
Compact pre-selected 4-in-1 water treatment functions built into 1 easy 

no spill twist lock filter 
  

AQUARIUS 50 Under sink reverse osmosis(RO) water system   



TAPURE 
Direct connect to tap/faucet filter with pre-selected treatment 

functions built in 
  

PITCH PLUS Water filter pitcher with pre-selected water treatment functions Color - Blue or Gray 

DJINDA-UV Ultra-violet light sterilizer to kill waterbourne germs Size 12W & 16W 

BATHROOM & 
LAUNDRY 

NEPTUNE BASIC Filter capsule filled with natural mineral stones for wash basin.    

JERNIH-PP 
Anti-scaling, chlorine & sediment filter in 1 casing for laundry and wash 

basin. SAC-10C filter cartridge 
  

NEMO 1 Shower filter attached before shower head   

NEMO 2 Shower head filter - Filter built into the shower head Color - Blue or Pink 

COMMERCIAL: 
OFFICE, 

PANTRY, 
CAFÉ, 

KITCHEN 

ELEGANCE COMPACT 
Table top water purifier with water tank. Can be placed anywhere. No 
plumbing works. Just pour water into built in tank and dispense away. 

Rapid heating technology. 4-temperature setting.  
  

ELEGANCE TOWER 
Floor standing water purifier. Pipe in or bottled water option. Rapid 

heating & cooling technology. Sparkling water option. Ideal for offices 
and commercial buildings. 

  

TOWER TT 
Simple table top water dispenser for bottled water with hot and room 

temperature water dispensing. 
  

TOWER FS 
Simple floor standing water dispenser for bottled water with hot and 

room temperature water dispensing. 
  

SINOLINK 
Intelligent barista coffee machine. Makes Espresso, cappucino, latte etc 
with coffee beans, water & milk. No plumbing required. Just pour water 

into built in tank. 
  



ATLANTIS BOLD S1 
Ideal for small to mid scale commercial kitchen. All in 1 sediment, 
carbon, antibacterial and UV in 1 compact filtration system. Wall 

mounted 4-stage filtration + UV 
  

ATLANTIS GOLD 5K 
Mid to large scale ultrafiltration unit for fine sediments, heavy metals 

and bacteria removal with 5000 liters per hour flow capacity 
  

AQUARIUS 400 
Reverse Osmosis (RO) system for small to mid scale commercial use. 

Delivering up to 1500 liters per day. 
  

DJINDA-UV Ultraviolet (UV) germicidal sterilizer Size Selection 

NEPTUNE CLASSIC 
Single 10" housing with 3/4" brass connection c/w 3-in-1 sediment, 

carbon and anti-scaling multifunctional filter cartridge SAC-10C 
  

OUTDOORS & 
RECREATION 

ATLANTIS GOLD 1K 
Small size/scale ultrafiltration unit for fine sediment, heavy metals and 

bacterial removal. Ideal for caravans? 
  

NEPTUNE BASIC 
Small size under sink filter capsule with KDF + Carbon media for 
chlorine, heavy metals adsorption. Bacteria inhibitor. Ideal for 

small/tight spaces.Caravans/Foodtucks? 
  

NEPTUNE CLASSIC I 
Standard single filter casing with special 2-in-1 Sediment + carbon block 

filter (PC5-10C) for fine sediment & chlorine removal. Ideal for 
small/tight spaces.Caravans/Foodtrucks? 

  

NEPTUNE GOLD 
Compact pre-selected 4-in 1 water treatment functions built into 1 easy 

no spill twist lock filter 
  

OUTLINE 
Straw type filter with ultrafiltration membrane. For camping and 

outdoors/recreation 
  

OUTBAG 
10L bag attached to an ultrafiltration capsule. For camping and 

outdoors/recreation 
  



TURAS-P Swimming pool replacement filter cartridges   

LARGE 
COMMERCIAL 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC I W20 

Standard filter casing with replaceable filter inside. Choose I = 1 
casing/set; II = 2 casing/set; III = 3 casing per set. W = Wall mounting OR 

F = Floor standing. Finally choose the filter inside according to the 
contaminants you are targeting to remove.  

Types of filter cartridge 
inside the filter casing 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC II W20 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC III W20 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC II F20 

ATLANTIS CLASSIC III F20 

ATALNTIS GOLD 8K 
Mid to large scale ultrafiltration unit for fine sediments, heavy metals 

and bacteria removal with 8000 liters per hour flow capacity 
  

KABI-SOFT Split type water softener for mid to large scale commercial use 
4,000 or 10,000 liters 

per hr 

KABI-MMF Multi grade sand filter for mid to large scale commercial use 
4,000 or 10,000 liters 

per hr 

KABI-ACF Activated carbon fines for mid to large scale commercial use 
4,000 or 10,000 liters 

per hr 

AQUARIUS 800 
Commercial scale Reverse Osmosis (RO) system delivering up to 3000 

liters per day of RO water 
  

DJINDA-UV Large scale ultraviolet (UV) germicidal sterilizer Size Selection 

ATALNTIS BOLD S2 
Ideal for mid to large scale commercial kitchen. All in 1 sediment, 

carbon, antibacterial and UV filter in 1 compact filtration system. Wall 
mounted 4-stage filtration + UV 

  

 


